Tikit Carpe Diem
NetDocuments Connector
Operational efficiency is top of the agenda for the modern law firm. Firms need to ensure that the applications they are using complement each other to maximise their respective value.

The Tikit Carpe Diem / NetDocuments Connector has been designed with this in mind. It queries document and email activity within NetDocuments for display and potential conversion to time entries within Tikit Carpe Diem.

**AUTOMATION**
Using TimeFinder technology, the Tikit Carpe Diem / NetDocuments Connector finds missing time by analysing the documents and emails the lawyer has worked on during the day.

**TRANSPARENCY**
By ensuring all time worked on every document is captured, firms are able to provide greater visibility and accuracy of time spent to their clients.

**INTEGRATION**
Using two market-leading applications in unison streamlines the flow of data and provides a better experience for users throughout the firm.

**Why Tikit?**

**Knowledge.** Unparalleled knowledge of time recording within the legal, accounting and professional services industries.

**Experience.** We have accumulated unrivalled experience in time recording and a proven track record of its deployment in a firm environment.

**Support.** Tikit Carpe Diem is backed by an ISO9001 certified support service that is available 24 x 7.
To find out more, talk to a member of the Tikit team today.
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